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Telecommunications  
U.S. telecom and cable can withstand the recession 

What’s changed post-COVID? 
U.S. telecom and cable can withstand macroeconomic pressures. We expect 
some weakness in top-line trends and profitability, but credit quality should not 
deteriorate significantly given their recurring, subscription-based business models.  
Broadband and mobile services are essential to businesses and consumers. 

Issuers exposed to small and medium-sized business (SMB) customers are most 
likely to experience weaker revenue and cash flow. Wireline and cable providers 
derive some revenue from SMB customers, many of which will scale back 
operations or go out of business.  Cable companies have taken share from the U.S. 
telcos in the SMB market over the last 10 years but revenue contribution remains 
small.   

Cord cutting will accelerate. Higher unemployment will likely push consumers to 
use less expensive streaming platforms such as Netflix and Disney+.  Cable 
companies offer higher margin broadband services that should more than offset 
declining video, but satellite TV providers could face top line pressures and margin 
compression since they lack a broadband hedge.  

What is the likely path to recovery? 
Cable operators can rebound quickly. The outlook for COVID-19 is still murky and 
more people working from home highlights the need for reliable broadband 
connections.  Cable operators have a competitive advantage over slower, copper-
based, high-speed data services.  As a result, we expect the recession to have a 
limited impact on their operating and financial performance.   

New 5G networks could boost wireless demand. U.S. wireless carriers are 
aggressively deploying 5G, which promises faster data speeds on mobile devices. 
Consumers could upgrade their devices and carriers will look to charge more for 
faster data, which could drive revenue growth and partially mitigate slower 
subscriber trends in the first half of 2020. 

Secular industry declines will likely prevent a recovery in some segments. 
Wireline and satellite video recovery is very uncertain.  Wireline companies’ balance 
sheets are constrained and fiber is necessary to compete.  They continue to lose 
broadband share to cable and voice customers to wireless. Satellite video will 
continue declining as more consumers shift to OTT services.  

What are the key risks around the baseline? 

Persistent high unemployment. If economic conditions remain weak and 
unemployment does not recover, churn and bad debt expense could worsen in the 
second half for telecom and cable services, absent government support that would 
provide more money to consumers for broadband.  

Enterprise customers cut IT spending. Growth in cloud-based networking 
solutions, such as SD-WAN, could accelerate, reducing demand for more expensive 
legacy products, accelerating top-line declines for U.S. wireline companies.  

Latest Related Research 

– Credit FAQ: Will U.S. Telcos Be Recession Proof This Time Around?, April 8, 2020 

– As COVID-19 Cases Surge, Pockets Of Risk Emerge For Certain U.S. Telecom And 
Cable Providers, March 17, 2020 
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